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Continuous gravitational waves (CWs) can be produced by rotating neutron stars with an asym-
metric mass distribution about their axis of rotation. The FrequencyHough search is an all-sky
search for these signals, and the large parameter space considered introduces computational limits
into the pipeline. We investigate the distributions of candidates produced by earlier stages in the
pipeline, and propose the mechanisms within the pipeline that produce these effects. We also char-
acterize the performance of two steps, a veto and ranking procedure, used to reduce the number
of candidates within the FrequencyHough pipeline. We found the distance metric in the parameter
space is an effective tool to compare the similarity between candidates but is not as effective for
comparing clusters formed from those candidates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous gravitational waves (CWs) are predicted to
be emitted by asymmetrically rotating isolated neutron
stars, and are one type of gravitational wave (GW) source
that are searched within detector data collected by mod-
ern ground-based interferometer detectors. In contrast to
the detections of black hole binaries [1–5] and a neutron
star binary [6], there have been no detections of CW sig-
nals to-date. The GW strain amplitudes expected from
continuous wave signals are roughly four orders of mag-
nitude weaker than merger events [7], but recent searches
have been able to place upper limits on the source strain
amplitudes produced by such sources [8, 9].

In our analysis, we operate using data collected during
the LIGO second observing run, also referred to as O2.
This observing run lasted from November 30 2016 to Au-
gust 25 2017, and collected data from the two Advanced
LIGO [10] interferometers and the Advanced Virgo [11]
interferometer. For this analysis, we do not consider the
data collected by Advanced Virgo since it collected data
for less than one month before the end of the observing
run.

Due to the persistence of the signals in question, the
optimal approach is to create a power spectrum estimate
using the entire run of detector data and to find statisti-
cally significant peaks within the power spectrum. This
approach is coherent since it preserves signal phase in-
formation over the run. However, with an all-sky search,
this approach is computationally unfeasible due to the
size of the parameter space. Instead, a hierarchical ap-
proach is used, where smaller portions of the data are
first processed coherently, and later recombined over the
length of the run in an incoherent manner. As described
in Sec. IV, the coherent step of the Hough pipeline is
the production of the FFT database, and later steps are
incoherent.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we discuss

continuous gravitational wave signals and their sources;
in Sec. IV, we provide a brief outline of the Frequency-
Hough search procedure; in Sec. V and VI, we discuss
our characterization of the post-coincidence steps in the
search procedure and share our findings; and in Sec. VII
contain comments on our findings and suggestions for fu-
ture work.

II. CONTINUOUS GRAVITATIONAL WAVE
SIGNALS

The amplitudes of continuous wave signals are pre-
dicted on the order of h0 ∼ 10−25 [7]. In particular, the
strain amplitude for a gravitational wave signal produced
by an asymmetric neutron star with rotation frequency
frot is given by [12]
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where Izz is the principle moment of inertia with respect
to the axis of rotation, ε = (Ixx − Iyy) /Izz is the ellip-
ticity or asymmetry of the star as expressed with the
principle moments of inertia, f = 2frot is the gravita-
tional wave frequency emitted by the source, and r is the
distance from the detector to the star. In practice, the
detected strain will be less than h0 due to detector ori-
entation with respect to the gravitational wave polariza-
tion. See [12] for a more detailed discussion on detector
effects.

Although CW signals are nearly monochromatic, nu-
merous effects are predicted to modulate the frequency
emitted by a source. The most common mechanism for
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these changes are energy emission as gravitational or elec-
tromagnetic radiation, leading to a decrease in the CW
frequency over time. Appropriately, the first temporal
derivative of the frequency ḟ is referred to as the first
spin-down parameter, or simply the spin-down in the ab-
sence of higher order derivatives. However, other events
such as accretion or surface deformation may cause an in-
crease in rotation frequency, causing the source to “spin-
up” [7].

In general, the CW source frequency fs at some time
t can be expressed with a Taylor series expansion:

fs(t) = fs(t0)+ ḟ(t0) · (t− t0)+ f̈(t0) ·
(t− t0)

2

2
+ · · · (2)

The CW signal then depends on sky position (e.g. ecliptic
longitude λ and latitude β), the source frequency fs, and
a chosen number of spin-down parameters.

In practice, we treat higher spin-down parameters as
negligible, so the first spin-down parameter behaves as a
constant. The FrequencyHough transform could be ex-
tended to account for this higher order behavior at a
high computational cost by iterating the construction of
Hough maps

III. FrequencyHough PARAMETER SPACE

The parameter space in consideration for the Frequen-
cyHough pipeline consists of frequency, spin-down, and
the two-dimensional sky position. The length of the FFT
time intervals TFFT is chosen to control the FFT fre-
quency bin size δf = 1/TFFT , and thus the bin size for
the peakmap. If a signal is present, the bin size should be
larger than the frequency spread caused by the Doppler
effect; this greatly simplifies the Doppler correction ap-
plied to the peakmap. The resolution in spin-down is
determined by δḟ = δf/Tobs, where Tobs is the duration
of the observation period. This value allows differentia-
tion between two signals with the same source frequency
that have spin-down values that differ by δḟ . The spin-
down range is determined when constructing the Hough
map; this is discussed in Sec. IV B.

The resolution in ecliptic longitude and latitude, δλ
and δβ respectively, both vary throughout the position
in the sky. The longitude bin width δλ is inversely pro-
portional to the product fs · TFFT · cosβ. This is found
by consdiering two sources with identical frequencies fs
and latitude β with a fixed longitudinal separation δλ,
then introducing limits from the Doppler modulation in-
troduced by Earth’s orbit (neglecting rotational motion).
Similarly, the latitude bin width is inversely proportional
to fs ·TFFT ·sinβ, and is found similarly with theoretical
sources with identical longitudes λ and fixed latitudinal
separation δβ. This derivation is given in more detail
in [13].

IV. FrequencyHough OVERVIEW

The FrequencyHough (FH) pipeline can be broken into
five major components, is summarized here. A more thor-
ough treatment of the procedure can be found in [13].
First, time/detector frequency “peakmaps” are produced
from a collection of short FFTs. Then, these peakmaps
are used by the FrequencyHough transform to produce
histograms in the source frequency/spin-down domain.
The most significant candidates from this stage are clus-
tered based on a distance metric within the parameter
space. These previous steps are done separately for each
dataset from a detector. Pairs of clusters that are co-
incident between the detectors, based on their distance,
are then ranked. The highest ranking candidates are sub-
ject to manual inspection before a follow-up is performed
using a longer coherence time and a refined grid in the
parameter space.

A. Peakmap creation

The data from each detector are subject to cleaning
procedures to remove known time and frequency domain
disturbances. These artifacts can reduce the search sen-
sitivity or obscure signals in given times or frequency
bands. A database of FFTs is built from detector data
that is divided into interlaced (by half) intervals of time.
These FFTs are windowed to reduce power dispersion
caused by the finite duration of time. Table I contains
properties of the FFT database we used in our analy-
sis. Note that the need to control for the Doppler effect
results in TFFT having a dependence on the frequency
band being analyzed.

For each FFT, a lower resolution auto-regressive esti-
mation of the power spectrum is computed. This is used
to normalize the data by adjusting for the noise char-
acteristics of the detector, which can vary by both time
and frequency. The frequency bins of each FFT in the
database that are local maxima (“peaks”) and above a
particular threshold are selected. The start time of an
FFT containing a selected peak is paired with its fre-
quency. The collection of every time/detector frequency
pair across all of the FFTs constitutes the peakmap.

The threshold used in peakmap selection impacts both
the search sensitivity and the computational weight of
the following steps in the analysis. Its value is informed
by a measure referred to as the critical ratio, which de-
scribes the statistical significance of a number count in

Frequency [Hz] TFFT [s] δf [Hz] δḟ [Hz/s]

10–128 8192 1.2207× 10−4 5.2645× 10−13

TABLE I: Properties used in the construction of the
FFT database. The total run duration
Tobs = 2.3187× 107 s = 268.37 days.
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the bin as compared to the expected value produced only
by noise. Additionally, since disturbances in the data will
likely affect nearby bins, the choice to disregard bins that
are not local maxima reduces their effect on the subse-
quent analysis in addition to reducing the overall com-
putational load.

B. FrequencyHough transform

The Hough transform is a linear transformation be-
tween points and lines The FrequencyHough transform
is a particular implemention, first introduced in [14]
that maps the time/detector frequency plane from the
peakmap to the source frequency/spin-down Hough
plane. The range of spin-down values to which the
pipeline is sensitive can be adjusted by using a larger
Hough map over which values are summed. For each sky
position in the parameter space, the peakmap undergoes
Doppler correction to account for Earth’s orbital motion.

The detected frequency fD of a CW signal with spin-
down ḟ and ecliptic coordinates (λ, β) is given by

fD(t) =
(
fs(t0)+ḟ ·(t−t0)

) (
1 +

vorb
c

cosβ sin (λ− Ωt)
)
,

(3)
where vorb is Earth’s orbital velocity and Ω is the av-
erage angular velocity of Earth’s orbit over the observa-
tion period. If there is no residual Doppler modulation
caused by the sky grid, i.e. the sky position of the source
coincides exactly with the sky grid used to create the
collection of Hough maps, then the detected frequency is

fD(t) = fs(t0) + ḟ · (t− t0). (4)

Put in terms of the Hough map variables of the source
frequency fs(t0)and spin-down ḟ , we have

ḟ =
fD(t)

t− t0
− fs(t0)

t− t0
(5)

The FrequencyHough transform maps points from the
peakmap with detector frequency fD(t) at a time t − t0
to lines in the Hough map with slope of −1/(t− t0) and
intercept fD(t)/(t − t0). Each Hough bin that a line
touches is incremented, and the Hough map is built by
repeating this process for each peak in the peakmap. As
discussed in [13], each Hough map is weighted to account
for time variance in noise and detector response.

C. Candidate refinement and clustering

To directly reduce the number of candidates in the
pipeline, we select only bins from Hough maps that ex-
ceed a given threshold. This threshold is selected using
the Critical Ratio, which is a statistical significance mea-
sure based on the weighted Hough bin counts expected
in the absence of a signal. This threshold directly affects
the search sensitivity as shown in [13, 14].

The candidates passing this threshold are then as-
signed to clusters based on their distance within the
parameter space. We consider the distance between
two candidates with parameters to be the dimensionless
quantity defined by

(
f1, ḟ1, λ1, β1

)
and

(
f2, ḟ2, λ2, β2

)
to

be

d =
√

k2f + k2
ḟ
+ k2λ + k2β , (6)

where kλ = |λ1 − λ2|/δλ is the number of longitude bins
between the values, and δλ is the longitude bin width,
or the average of the bin widths when the widths be-
tween the detectors differ. The components for the other
three parameters are defined similarly. Candidates with
a distance of 3 or less are assigned to the same cluster.

A single strong source (either noise or signal in origin)
will tend to produce a number of candidates with sim-
ilar parameters. By clustering candidates, the number
of distinct points within the parameter space to consider
further is reduced. It is also possible to discard candi-
dates that have no other candidates in the cluster, since
they are less likely to be produced by a true signal. This
is referred to as the “numerosity veto”. This aids in the
reduction of the computational cost incurred by a strong
noise source by rejecting spurious candidates.

D. Detector coincidences and ranking

The prior steps in the pipeline are carried out on data
from each detector set. If present, a detectable CW sig-
nal would produce candidates in datasets from both de-
tectors, so we compare the sets of clusters between the
datasets to find those with similar parameters. We con-
sider a pair of clusters from the two detectors to be in
coincidence if they contain a pair of candidates with a
distance less than 3. These two clusters are represented
by the two candidates, one from each detector, that have
the least distance between them among all candidates
within the cluster.

The coincident cluster pairs are divided into 0.1 Hz
sub-bands and subjected to a ranking procedure. There
are three ranking procedures in consideration. Consider-
ing a total of N cluster pairs in a particular sub-band,
a higher ranking corresponds to a smaller value assigned
according to the procedure, while the lowest ranking cor-
responds to a value of 1. From these ranked lists, the 8
highest ranked clusters are considered further.

The “distance” ranking assigns a higher ranking 1/N
to coincident cluster pairs whose representative candi-
dates are separated by the least distance, 1/(N − 1) to
that with the second-least distance, and so on to a value
of 1 to the greatest separation distance. The “ampli-
tude” ranking compares the weighted Hough counts of
each representative candidate with respect to that of the
other candidates from the same detector. The candidate
is given a rank 1/N to 1 corresponding to its position rela-
tive to other candidates from that detector. The cluster’s
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rank is then determined by the product of the ranks from
each candidate. Lastly, the “product” ranking procedure
takes into account both the cluster representatives’ dis-
tance and relative Hough counts. Both ranking proce-
dures are done as above, and the ranking assigned to the
cluster is the product of the distance ranking and the
amplitude ranking.

E. Verification & follow-up

The parameters of the highest ranked coincident clus-
ters are used for a follow-up search. The FFT database
is rebuilt with a longer duration to increase both the fre-
quency resolution and the phase information captured
by the coherent step. Peakmaps are produced as before,
and a collection of Hough maps are created using a small
portion of the parameter space around the candidate. A
range of ±0.1 Hz is used for frequency. For spin-down,
±2 bins are searched with the resolution increased by a
factor of 6. The refined sky grid is produced by subdi-
viding rectangular regions centered on the previous sky
position bin. This approach increases the signal-to-noise
ratio of the search, since the signal power produced by
noise would be spread among the bins in the refined grid;
however, the signal power produced by a source consis-
tent with CW waveforms would become more concen-
trated within a smaller portion of the refined space.

Any signals passing this threshold are then com-
pared against known noise lines or time-domain distur-
bances. The peakmaps producing these candidates are
also checked for short-duration signals that cannot be
astrophysical in nature. One example is the outlier re-
ported in [9] that was determined to have been caused
by a transient line lasting approximately 2 days in the
LIGO Hanford data.

V. METHODS

To compare the effectiveness of the numerosity veto
described in Sec. IV C and the ranking procedures in
Sec. IV D, we use sets of signals injected into O2 data.
These signals are added during the creation of the FFT
database, and are added to the data in the frequency do-
main. We considered three different injection amplitudes,
corresponding to source strain values of H0 = 1.0×10−24,
5.5×10−25, and 2.2×10−25. Two injections were prepared
within each 1 Hz band, with uniformly selected frequen-
cies within each band, longitudes from 0◦ to 360◦, lati-
tudes in ±90◦, and spin-down values in ±1.5×10−9 Hz/s.

Within the O2 data, there are also a number of
hardware-injected CW signals (see [15] for a detailed dis-
cussion on the hardware injection process). The param-
eters for these five hardware injections are given in Ta-
ble II. Due to constraints from time and available com-
putation power, we only produce Hough maps with spin-
down bins in the range ±2.0×10−9 Hz/s. As such, injec-

tion p12 is outside of the portion of the parameter space
we are considering, and was not considered within the
data. We also consider predicted CW parameters from
31 known pulsars. Note that, to date, CW signals from
known pulsars have not been found within data from ob-
serving runs of any current gravitational wave detectors.
However, considering them within our analysis allows us
to better determine whether the absence of CW detection
is a result of steps within the search pipelines.

Within our search pipeline, we considered only fre-
quencies between 19-128 Hz. This frequency band con-
tains relatively poor detector sensitivity below ∼ 50 Hz
due to the high noise floor produced by e.g. seismic noise.
It also contains the region of greatest sensitivity in 100-
120 Hz, allowing us to observe candidate selection within
regions of high and low detector sensitivity.

For each injection amplitude, we build two FFT
databases with injected signals, one for each detector.
Each injection set is analyzed independently to prevent
blinding from the large quantity of high-amplitude sig-
nals. We then perform the steps of the FrequencyHough
pipeline as described above, up to and including the se-
lection of clusters that are coincident between detector
datasets. Once we have the set of coincident clusters, we
perform all combinations of ranking methods (no rank-
ing, amplitude, distance, product) and numerosity veto
(applied or not) to the set of coincident clusters. For
each of the resulting eight sets of candidates, we compare
their parameters to the known source parameters. We
consider a source to be “recovered” if there exists a can-
didate within a distance of 3, since the source parameters
would fall within the follow-up search space described in
Sec. IV E.

VI. RESULTS

In Fig. (a), we consider the distribution of the coinci-
dent clusters produced from each set of injections. The
candidates for the first injection set only go up to 121
Hz, instead of all the way to 128 Hz. It is also appar-
ent that there are gaps in the second injection dataset,
from 101-102 Hz and from 123-124 Hz. These disruptions
are likely caused by missed files during the production of
clusters from the FFT database since the computing re-
sources used were undergoing storage modifications. As
such, candidates from these empty regions are ignored.

It is already reported that the FrequencyHough
pipeline selects more candidates at higher frequen-
cies [13]. However, there is also an apparent relationship
between the frequency and spin-down that causes over-
selection of candidates with small spin-down at lower
frequency. The detected frequency fD is dependent on
both the spin-down and the Doppler shift produced from
Earth’s motion, as described in Eq. 3. If the sky po-
sition for a source does not exactly align with the grid
used when applying Doppler correction to the peakmaps,
there remains some residual Doppler effect on the source
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that modulates its detected frequency.
Expanding the product in Eq.3 and neglecting the rela-

tively small interaction between the Doppler modulation
and source spin-down, we obtain the approximation

fD(t) ≈ fs(t0)
(
1 +

vorb
c

cosβ sin (λ− Ωt)
)
+ ḟs · t. (7)

Taking the derivative with respect to time, still treat-
ing the first-order source spin-down to be constant with
respect to time, we find that the observed spin-down is

ḟD(t) ≈ ḟs − f(t0)Ω
vorb
c

cosβ cos (λ− Ωt). (8)

This indicates a relationship between the frequency of a
source and its detected spin-down. The maximum devi-
ation in detected from true spin-down can be found by
setting the cosine terms to 1, which yields

ḟD,max ≈ ḟs − f(t0)Ω
vorb
c

, (9)

which provides an upper limit to the effects of this resid-
ual Doppler effect. To illustrate this, in Fig. 2 we color
by the distribution of candidates’ spin-down within each
1 Hz frequency band, and include lines indicating the
upper limits of the residual Doppler effect, as described
above.

We show the results of the eight pipelines in Table III.
From these data, it is apparent that the numerosity veto
performs remarkably well. By excluding the clusters with
only a single candidate, we are able to reduce the num-
ber of candidates by 60-70% while losing fewer than 10
sources within each injection set.

Across all injection amplitudes, ranking only by inter-
cluster distance scarsely selects candidates similar to the
sources. The product ranking, which is currently in use
by the FrequencyHough pipeline during searches, per-
forms equally well or better than the amplitude rank-
ing, which indicates that including a distance metric in
the ranking is beneficial. However, ranking by amplitude

alone performs better than the product ranking with the
weaker injections.

VII. CONCLUSION

The correlation between candidates’ frequency and de-
tected spin-down is an indication that the Frequency-
Hough pipeline is very sensitive to Doppler-induced ef-
fects at various stages. The necessary use of an impre-
cise grid in the parameter space for the first pass results
in signal strength being diluted among nearby bins in
the parameter space. By characterizing how the candi-
dates are produced by the signals and understanding how
the candidates are selected by the pipeline, it is feasible
to design vetoes to reject candidates that do not follow
these distributions. This is one topic of ongoing work at
INFN-Roma.

Currently, the FrequencyHough pipeline utilizes the
numerosity veto in conjunction with the product rank-
ing. Our findings have shown the numerosity veto to
be effective, but it cannot be said if either the product
or the amplitude ranking is significantly better than the
other. Continued investigation using different frequency
regimes (128-512 Hz, 512-1024 Hz, or 1024-2048 Hz) may
yield different findings. Since the amplitude ranking per-
formed better than the product ranking when working
with the weakest injection amplitude, it may be bene-
ficial to investigate this pattern further to see how the
ranking and veto performance changes with signal am-
plitude.

The poor results of the distance ranking suggest there
may be room for improvement in the selection of can-
didates to represent a pair of coincident clusters. Using
the centroid of the cluster (perhaps with weighting by
different parameters), could better represent the cluster,
and comparison between the detectors could use these
centroids.

Additionally, there will soon be a need to consider data
from three simultaneously running detectors, as both
LIGO interferometers and the Virgo interferometer are
collecting data in the third observing run (O3) at the
time of writing. The detection of CW signals will hope-
fully follow finding ways to efficiently correlate the infor-
mation provided by a third detector.
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(a) H = 1.0×10−24

(b) H = 5.5×10−25

(c) H = 2.2×10−25

FIG. 1: Coincident clusters plotted in frequency vs. spin-down.
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FIG. 2: Candidates from injection set H = 5.5×10−25. For each 1 Hz band, a histogram is made indicating relative
numerosity of spin-down values. The plot is colored according to each histogram, such that lighter values correspond

with higher numerosity.

Injection f [Hz] ḟ [Hz/s] λ [deg] β [deg] h0 simulated

p3 108.8572 −1.46×10−17 193.3162 −30.9956 4.192627×10−25

p5 52.8083 −4.03×10−18 276.8964 −61.1908 1.118034×10−24

p10 26.3380 −8.50×10−11 197.7312 +54.8498 5.590170×10−24

p11 31.4247 −5.07×10−13 279.6663 −35.3383 3.633610×10−24

p12 38.1928 −6.25×10−9 327.8484 −5.0691 1.677051×10−24

TABLE II: Parameters of the hardware injections used in the LIGO O2 run. The source frequency f is given with
respect to the middle of the O2 run.
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Hinj ranking num. veto candidates missed recovered

1.0×10−24

all no 6715633 59 182
yes 2379338 61 180

amplitude no 8181 59 182
yes 6107 62 179

distance no 8181 219 22
yes 6107 214 27

product no 8181 60 181
yes 6107 62 179

5.5×10−25

all no 6159797 75 179
yes 2050573 77 177

amplitude no 8509 76 178
yes 6253 77 177

distance no 8509 223 31
yes 6253 214 40

product no 8509 76 178
yes 6253 77 177

2.2×10−25

all no 1969867 107 147
yes 513166 122 132

amplitude no 8663 109 145
yes 6012 123 131

distance no 8663 109 145
yes 6012 207 47

product no 8663 108 146
yes 6012 124 130

TABLE III: Results from applying varying combinations of ranking procedures with the cluster numerosity veto.


